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Introduction

My specialties as a scholar pertain to the Bible’s first five books, so you’re 
likely to see a fair amount of them here. A book by a specialist in Obadiah would 
look quite different.

To help as broad an audience as I can, I’ve minimized technical jargon. How-
ever, I recognize that some readers might use this book as a springboard to deeper 
studies. So, I’ve included various textboxes that provide important quotes, explain 
more academic work, and define technical terms for those who are interested. When 
you see a parenthetical remark like the one at the end of this paragraph, feel free to 
check the textbox if it interests you. (See This Book and Biblical Scholarship.) 

This book isn’t an introduction to biblical Hebrew vocabulary. Such an in-
troduction would include Hebrew words for “the”, “on”, and the like. On a re-
lated note, this book doesn’t treat Hebrew grammar at all. Naturally, more can 
be unlocked from the Bible by learning how sentences are put together. How-
ever, grammar is too big a topic to cover here.9 (See Sentence Versus Word.)

Sentence Versus Word

Many people working with languages have argued that studying words alone isn’t worth-
while, that meaning truly resides on the level of sentences. A more balanced position is 
advocated by John C. Poirier:

The claim that meaning resides in the sentence rather than in the word is naïve and 
simplistic. . . . To say meaning resides in the sentence rather than the word is like saying 
flavor resides in the recipe rather than in the ingredients. In short, it is [a] hasty and 
unjust exclusion of a middle position.

It is far better to think of meaning—that is, the codified aspect of transcribed 
meaning—as a bifocal field, mapped through the give-and-take between words and 
the sentences they comprise. Meaning resides in the sentences, but it also resides in 
both larger and smaller loci.10

The purpose of this book is to help readers find what’s lost in Bible transla-
tion. It helps them locate nearly forgotten prisoners of war and remains of the 
dead. This book allows readers to rebuild the rubble left by Bible translations, 
or at least imagine the glory of the structures that once stood in their splendor 
before translations demolished what lay in their path. This book is an important 
first step in seeing the riches of God’s word in its original language.5

A Useful Resource for . . .
I write this book for three primary audiences. The first is Christians of all 

types of who never took a Hebrew class but want new tools to dig more deeply 
into the Bible. Learning Biblical Hebrew—even snippets of it—helps us under-
stand how the writers of the Bible expressed their experiences, thought about 
reality, and viewed the world.

The second audience is seminary students. Many people preparing to be-
come pastors don’t know why they should take a course in Hebrew. Or, they’re 
in a Hebrew class but can’t see why it matters. As they memorize verb conjuga-
tions and cram vocabulary words into their already full brains, they struggle to 
connect their studies with the life of the church.6 By reading this book alongside 
their grammars, students can see in fresh ways the vast importance of what they 
are learning.

The third audience is pastors who once took Hebrew but have since forgot-
ten it. Ministry is extremely demanding, and few pastors have time to review 
class notes from seminary. This book serves as a refresher focused on features of 
Hebrew that matter deeply to understanding the Bible. 

A few additional notes about my intended audiences: readers of this book 
need no prior knowledge of Hebrew. If you would like to learn the Hebrew al-
phabet, I’ve provided an explanation in the appendix. However, you don’t need 
to know that material to enjoy this book.

This book isn’t comprehensive. I’ve stuck to examples that have moved me, 
and I hope they’ll strike you as interesting, too. Most people who know Hebrew 
have favorite examples, and space limitations unfortunately don’t allow me to 
treat every significant word.

Nevertheless, many of these Hebrew words are very popular.7 In fact, these 
seventy words appear over thirty thousand times in the Bible. They show up in 
nearly fifteen thousand verses. More than 60 percent of the verses in the Old 
Testament contain at least one of the seventy words mentioned here.

This Book and Biblical Scholarship

In the first half of the twentieth century, many biblical scholars perceived a fundamental 
connection between biblical Hebrew and biblical theology.

Unfortunately, they sometimes did sloppy work that later received criticism. In 1961, in 
his book The Semantics of Biblical Language, James Barr vigorously attacked previous work.

For several decades, his ideas held sway. However, more recent scholars have realized that 
while many insights can be gained from Barr, one can also go too far and fail to see the im-
portant links between language and thought. This book is part of this more recent stream, 
heeding Barr where necessary but also moving beyond his limitations. 

As Enio Mueller puts it, “Barr’s work represented a major development in modern Bib-
lical interpretation, one from which nobody can safely turn back. His criticisms were in 
order. . . . Nevertheless, the main tenet of Barr’s view, the absence of correlation between 
thought and language, has itself proved inadequate.”8
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Sticky Note
An unfortunate mistake crept into the manuscript just before it was sent to the printers.  If you purchased an early copy of the book, the top textbox may accidentally cover the two lines of text found here. 




